This paper presents 5-, 7-, and 8-spot pattern steamflood simulation results using parallel and diagonal grids and fk-point and nine-point difference soham-The effeots of d!fferenee sohame end grid orientation are also azamined in a two=dlmansional (vertical) mes-sattcm Effeots of diffefant typesof grid spacings in oyclie steam simulation are dkeuswk &mple problem data sets are =Y~~~m of q Califomta depceit end q more Various7-spot grfds (neither peraUeinor diegod end nonuniform 5(9hpot grids pose unique chdWgaa to both dfferenoe schema wRh interesting reaul* The conclusions emphasize superiwity of the nine-@nt difference scheme and pitfalls of certain problems/grid/difference scheme combinationsused in pattern steamflood simulation.
I patternsa are included in the model for 5-and S-point difference schemes with uniform or variable grid spacing.
An implicit bottomhole pressw featura~exacUy preserves specified rates for wells not on deliverability or ooaatWnts (o*. maximum stamh production rate). For n Such wsAlal this feature MroAoes n eeMttonal va@aMee (flowing bottomhole pmasurefor eaoh vseli)and n additional emstrant equationsintothe matriz of equations raqdrhg Sodorb %ltlafeatu se fscodedf otthes-pdntm Geusa -$&#@@ -Q---f *ti*t schemo and the iterative so&ttiontaehs@ue-.
The results presented below ware obtainedfor the three data sets of Tabie 1. Variousfluid and reservoirproperties of these date sets are rapresmtative of various heavy oil deposits in the U.S. and Alberta. However, no single data set should be considered representative of any particular reservoir. fnjection rate is 187.S BPD (cold water equivalent) of steam per pattern at 4000F and 80%qusllty. Production rates for the pattern are reported on a full-pattern basis regardless of whether a 1/8, 1/4, 1/12, etc. pattern element Is actually being simulated. Individual well production rates are similarly reported as full well rates.
Unless otherwise noted, the production wells were placed on deliverability against a flowing bottomhole pressure of $0 psia, with no maximum or limiting production rate specified, Well productMty indices in the pattern element runs were obtained as described In the Appendix and have units of RB-cp/day-psL
The simulator places appropriate multiplicative (tfma-varying) nobilities for ail phases on these productMty Indices.
The relative permeability endpoints and e orients listed in Table 1 were 7 used in analytical expressions or relath!e permeability.
Most runs were performed to 4475 days which correspondsto about 4 hydrocarbon pore volumes of steam injected, defined as Bbla of steam (CWE)injected divided by initial Bblaof hydrocarbon ooaupIed pore space. Fig, 1 llluatrates the blook%entered, parallel and diagonal grids used for symmetrical elements of repeated 5-or 9-spot patternm Fig. la shows a parallel grid for 1/2 of a Fig. 2 illustrates ?-spot grids representing1/2, 1/6, and the minimum symmatric!al 1/12 elements. These symmetrical 7-spot pattern elements are obtained by noting that any straight line connecting in]ef3tion wells in ,'epeated 7-spot patterns is a line of symmetry (see Mttskat6). in the grid Df Fig. 2& AX= 1,7320S Ay. This is necessary so that the 1[6 and 1/12 inscribed triangw~r elements have diagonal boundaries which ifi!wsect the rectangular blooka only at corners,resulting in simple edge blook pore volume modifiers [i.e. 1/2). For the 1/2 7-spot element grid, Ny is 3N-2 where N is Nx, the number of grid blooks in the x-direction.
DESCRIPTIONOF GRIDS
The square pattern elements of Figs. 1 and 2 are the smallest pattern elements of symmetry (for the grid orientations used) which avoid diagonal boundary lines. Simulation of the parallel and diagonal 1/8 9-or S-spot pattern elements shown in Fig. 1 gives results 'denticel to those obtained by simulating the corresponding 1/2 and 1/4 pattern elements. This is true for both the 5-point and 9-point difference sohemes. Use of the 1/8 as opposed to the 1/2 or U4 elements reduces computing eoete appreoiably3. Simulation of the 1/12 or 1/6 ?-spot elements of symmetrydo not agree with resuits from simuktion of the 1/3 pattern element as shownbelow.
Tabie 2 eutstmarizes grid dmrafrteristioe for the three minimal grids (1/8 peralle& 1/8 dkgonal and 1/12 7*t). The term d ia distanae (feet] between injeetor and produoe (far producer in W&X case). N is the number of grid blooks in the x-direotionand A is full pattern aoreage. Table 3 shows the number of x-direotion grid blookz(N) which the diagonai grid must have to give tFe same block dimensions as the parailel grid for the 5(9)-spot pattern. Active block numbersare for the 1/8 pattern grid. This table shows that nearly equai blook sizes occur in comparisons of 8x4 paraliei to 6x6 diagonal grid results and 11x6 parallei to 8x8 diagonal grid results. 11x6 paradel and 8x8 diagonai M9)-spot grids wiii be denoted as "equivalent" grids below. This term "equivalent" simply denotes roughly equai grid block dimensions.
GRIDORIENTATIONEFFECTSIN 5-SPOT AND9-SPOT 3RlIUiAT10NS
The ?-point difference scheme conventionally used in numerical simulation can Introduce significant disparity in results for equivalent parailel and diagonal grids. This disparity wea noted by Todd et a17 for adverse mobility ratio watertloods and later by Coats$ for steamflood, AbouKassem and Aziz9 report a detailed comparison of the 9-point difference and other numerical schemes as remedies to the grid orientation problem in 1/4 of a 5-spot steamflood pattern. They conclude that the 9-point scheme significantly reduces the grid orientation effect, Steamflood simulation Runs 1-4 were performed with Data Set 1 for 1/8 of a 2.5 acre %pot, using 5-and 9-point difference schemes. and par'ilel and diagonai grids, Runs 1 and 2 used 8x8 diagonal grMs with me 9-and 5-point schemes, raspect;vely. Runs 3 and 4 used 11x6 parailel grids with 9-and 5-point schemes, respectively.
The 5-point scheme Runs 2 and 4 calculated steam breakthrough times ot'2S30and 7S0 days for the diagonal and parailei grids, respectively. The 9-point scheme Runs 1 and 3 gave breakthro ugh times of 14S0 d 1700dam respectively. Figures3 and 4 oompareftdl patte~oil rate and reoovery vs. time for these four runs. The results indicate that the 9-point differemse soheme signifhsntly reduoezthe grid orientation effect.
The smallest sy~;:,stry element of the 9-spat pattern includes an injeotion well 1, a far producer 2, and a near producer 3, shown in Fig. 1 . Depending on th~choice of grid type, either well 2 o? well 3 has a diagonai connection with the injector.
Runs5 and 6 simulated 1/4 of a 9-spot using the 5-point difference soheme in 11x6 parallel and 8x8 ciiagonai grids, respectively. Runs 7 and 8 are tha same as Runs 5 and 6 except that the 9-point scheme was used. For Runs 5 and 6, Figure 5 shows that with the conventional 5-point scheme, the breakthrough sequence of the ier and near producers is reversed by using parallel and diagonal grida. Figure S presents an equally confusing picture of recovery for the two producers with parallel and diagonaigritk The 9-point Runs7 and 8, on the other hand, calculate consistent behavior for both wells, regardlessof the type of grid usad as shown in Figures 7 and 8.
REBULTSWITHAN OFF-CENTER WELL
The above results were obtained for uniform grid qtacings with square grid blook Ail iines eonneo~i-tion-productionwells were at angles ef either O or 45 degrees to the x= or y-axk The 9-point scheme (for square grid Uoeke) adds~Jowterms at 45 degrees to these coordinate axesO The question therefore arises as to the SbiNty of the 9-point scheme to reduoe grid orientation effeets in eases with injeetion-f#oductionW~lines between Oand 45 de@'eas to the X(y)"axis, Fig. 9 shows 11x11 and 15x8 diagonaAand parallel grids for 1/8 of a S-spot with an additionalproductionwell boated as shown. The full pattern ineludez eight of these added production wei@ and we report here the @aicuiat* fuUpattern oil recovery from these eight wells. The added weil Ioeations, es represented by the distances from the diagonaA noted on Fig. 9 , are not exactly the same for the two grids. For the diagonal grid, k is 1.05 times that of the parallel grid.
Figs, 10 and 11 show calculated pattern oil recovery and retes from the added weila for Runs 9-12 using the four combination of diagonal vs. parallel grid and 5-point vat 9-point difference sohemes. For the diagonal and paraliel grids. the 3-point scheme gives steam breakthrough times (at the addad weil) of 336 and 556 days, respectively. For the same two grids, che 9-point scheme gives breakthrough times of 471 and +51 days, respectively, Peak oil rates for the 5-point scheme are 461 and 629 STBlday for the two grids. The peak rates for the 9-point scheme are 804 and 787 STB/D. Thus the 9-point scheme virtuaily eliminates effect of grid orientation In this case of a production weil located between Oend 45 degrees to the x-axis, The magnitudn ef grid orientation effect and Its elimination by the 9-point scheme were unaffected by changing the Initiai water saturation from 27'%in the above runs to 35% (Swir = 25?6).
The runs were also repeated (with Swi = .3?) with the added weil located In grid blooic1=8,J*4 for both grids. The diagonal grid J value wee Figure 9) Fig. 12 , point and 9-po(nt difference schemes. The 1/12 and lf2 element results do not agree for either difference scheme. Table 4 shows that Ran 15, using the 2:1 rectangular The difference between 1/2 md 1/12 element results is sigmficantly less for the 9-point as oppaeed to 5-pohtt locks, gives almost a 5-fold difference in steam break-difference scheme. hrough times at the two identical near-producers3 and 4. Ueo, the cumulative oil and total liquid recovery at 4475 'ays (3.95 PV steam injected) is over twice &uJ large for the The 1/6 ?-spot element ( Fig. 2b ) with a 9x5x1 grid leer producer well 3. Figure 12 shows the disparity in exhibits diagonal and parallel injector-producer paths to umulativeoil recovery for the two symmetric wells of a 1/4 symmetrical wells 2 and 3, respectively. Obviowly wells 2
If 9-spot using 5x9 rectangular grid compared with identical end 3 should behave identically. Figs. 16 and 17 show well 2 esults for the same two wells in an 8x8 square grid. and 3 response for the 1/6 ?-pot 9x5 grid us{ng5-point and 9-point difference schemes. For the 9-point difference This disparity is neither a consequence fif nor remedied scheme, well 2 (with diagonal connection) breaks through at hese results indicate that in the homogeneouscaae$ ywduotion weib placed symmetrically to an injector must 'see" an tdentical grid/transmisaibUR y path in order to wspond identically. In the case of a 9-spot this translates to the naaessity of square grid blocks or identical variable grid spacingsin the x-and y-directions.
One factor which aggravates the disparity exhibited in Run 15 is the placement of production wells on deliverabUity with no limit on total well production rate. Once a mobile finger nears and breaks through at one well, the unlimited! very large fluid wlthdrawsd from that well "short-circuits" the pattern, virtually shutting off continued fluid/heat flow toward the symmetrical other producer. Fig. i3 indicates this effect.
Run 16 is the same as Run 15 except that the production wells are limited to 200 RB/D total liquid production rate to reduce the above mentioned effect. As shown In Table 4 and Fig. 14, the breakthrough times are nearly identical for the two near-producers and the disparity in total Uquidproduction at 447S days is reduced significantly.
One might question whether disparities similar to that of Run 15 might occur with square grid blocks If perturbed permeability snd/or initial saturation dlstributione favor flow toward one of the twc near producers. We have observed the same qualitative effect resulting fromsuch heterogeneities.
However, use of square blocks with 50% reduced permeability or increased initial Sw (from ,27 to ,37) between one injector-producer gave dispeidties significantly less than that of Run 15. That is, the distortion caused by the 2:1 grid
EFFECTSOF PATTERNTIPBLOCKELIMINATION
The grkh shown in Figs. 1 and 2 result in small tip blacks with wells located in at least two of them. Past experience showedthe 5-spot well tips aould be eliminated in parallel grids using the 5-point difference scheme. Absorbing the volumes of the tip blocks Into their nefghbortng blocks for that case resulted in less computing time and little difference in results,
Here we examine the effect @n5-spat pattern results of tipblock elimination using the more accurate 9-peint difference scheme and parallel and diagonal gride, The base Runs 2S and 26 use equivalent 6x6 diagonal and 8x4 parallel grids with no tip elimination. Runs 27 and 28 use the same diagonal and parallel grids, respectively, with the well tip blocks eliminated. Data Set 1 was used. Fig, 20 compares cumulative oil production vs time for the 4 runs. The results are plotted for a reduced portion of t'letotal4475-day runs to emphasize the dlffnrences In results, Fig. 20 shows that the effect of tip elimination Is small for the diagonal grid bu~kI significant for the parallel grid.
The reason for considering tip ellmlnatfon is evidenced by the reduction in Harris 800 computing time from 161 CPU seconds in Run 25 to 112 In Run 27. For 3D pattern grids including a number of layers, these times can be considerably larger and the cost savings due to tip elimination uan be important in a study involvhtg many runs.
block aspect ratio in"the 9+pot case appears-to be a very Runs 27 and 28 used the same productionwell indices strong distortion compared with those caused by m~erate (28.9 and 28.8 RB+p/day-pel, respectively) as were used in heterogeneity or initial saturation irregularities. , * EFFECTSOF GRIDTYPE ANDDIFFERENCE BCHEME ON PATTERN STEAMFLOOD SIMIJiATfON RSSULT6 SPB 110?
Runs 25 and 26. The method described in the Appendixwas * to d8termlne the correctproductivity indices of 2S.1 M 2S RB-cP/da "#, for Runs 26 and 27, FSSpeOthfSdyo Run ?7 and 28 results were uneffeoted by this 13% reduction in mductivity index.
Run 26 wea repeated with eU four tip blocks removed :ather than just the two well tip blocks. The effect on vsaultewas smell.
These results indicate that tip elimination may be Iuatiflable in diagonal grids but questionable in pareUelgrids inpattern calculations using the 9-point difference scheme.
GRIDORIENTATION EFFECTSIN X-Z CROSS-SECTIONS
The above results relate to effects of grid orientation m the x-y or areal plane. This section shows the sensitivity sf cross-sectional steamflood results to grid-orientation in the vertical x-z plane.
The reservoir-fluid data for Runz 29-34 are given in Data Set 2 of Table 1 . The cross-section is 309 feet long, 120 h?et thick and 40 feet wide. Permeability end porosity are 5500 md and .33, respectively, end the dead oiJ viscosity ranges from 3720 cp at 100oF to 6.28 cp at 400 F. Initial water saturation of ,37 compares with the irreducible water saturationof .2. If the &point internal tranemiseibilities are 1.0, then for the S-point scheme in the Fig. 21 diagonal grid the internal x-and y-direction transmiesibilities are 2/3, the internal diagonal tranemisaibilities are 1/6 and the edge diagonai transmissibilities (parallel to the edge) are 1/12. Fig, 22 compares cumulative OUrecovery vs time for Runs 29-32. The results differ somewhat but are generally close for all cases. For a given difference scheme, recovery is somewhat higher for the parallel grid than the diagonal grid. For a given grid, the 9-point scheme gives higher recovery than the 5-point scheme.
Some Truncation Error Observations
Rune29-32 were performed using ,5 or arithmetic mean weighting on the convective heat interlock flow terms and using a maximum saturation change of .1 for time step control. Run 33 is the same as Run 29 except that full upstream weighting (~=1.0) was used for the convective heat flow terms. Run 34 was the same as Run 29 except that a time step control of ,2S saturationchangeper step was used. steam injected over the 40-day injection period faUaincreaaingiybelow the actual field rate of 1,000 BPD. Bstimsted bottomhole flowing pressure during field injection never exceeded 700 peia. Withmorethan 20 blocks, a bottomhole pressure limit of 1500 psia failed to sustain a calculated rate of 1,000 BPD for 40 days." An effective formation compreeeibillty of .0002 psi-l was used, h the mssultareferred to in the latter comments, Shtgle-weUstudies, whether Isothermal coning or steam stimulation, are normaUy perform~d using a geometrically spaced radial grid with rl =arl-l =U ri-2, etc. This results in a rapidly increasing grid block size, Ar, with increasing distance from the well. This larger "remote" radial spacing causea little truncation error (n problems such as black oil coning where saturation and pressure gradients are sharp only near the well and rather flat away from the well.
However, this single-well geometric grid can cause serious truncation error for any stl mulation process which Involves sharp pressure/saturation/temperature/composition &radlents which m ve significantly deep into the reservoir.
8
Patton end Coatsl noted the Inadequacy of the geometric i@d in numerteel studies et isothermal C02 stimulation of heavy oii wells, Steam stimulation can produce sharp temperature, pressure, and saturation gradients es heated oil is pushed away from the well Into cold regions, Whilethe resulting "oil bank" formation [s most pronounced In reservoirs having an initially mobile water saturation, the immobile oil banks can rlso form in a multi-cycle stimulation of a reservoir initially containing irreducible watersaturation. it. H. COATUMDA. k RAMR8H s
The "correct"results in the set referredto in the above The use of non-square (2:1 aspect ratio) grid block% mmmenta are those oomsponding to q large number of with produotkm wells on deliverability, in q 1/4 9-epot Aooks. That is, for the given fluid and rock propertha~an simulation resulted in a Iargo grid orientatkn error for both njaotion rate o~1#00 BPD for 40 dOYScannot b. mttiti fWlnt @ s~fnt~hem~wh~CRa -~~on wer he 8-and 12-block stmuiationa attained the observed total rate was iimitad in order to reduee q short-drcuiting njection rate (using a 1,S00 peia pressure limit) only due to effect, the 2-point scheme gave a much smaller grid !xcessive spatial truncationerror. As moreblocks were used orientationeffectg utd truncaton error decreased, the correct answer of naufficient injectioncapacity appeared. Whileneither difference scheme gives the same results for the rectangular1/2 and triangular(element of symmetry) A number of possible data errors might explain this 1/12 ?-spotgrids, the 9-point results agree more closely thm iisperity between observed end calculated injectivity. For the 5-point results.
xample,an undetected initiai gee saturation might be preent, relative permeability curves might be significantly In Grid orientation effects in the vertical plane were ?rror,actuai bottomhole steam quality might be lower than examined by comparing cross-sectionaI results for parallel \pecified in the calcuiationaand/or effective formationcom-and diagonal grids and both difference schemes. Results for ?reeaibility might be significantly greater than .0002 psi-l.
all four combinations showed some differences one-toanother. However, the differences were significantly leas Aa the choice of "remedy" is immaterial to the trun-pronounced than those of areal pqttern calculations. cation error problem here, we adopted the simplest remedy sf an effective formation compressibility of .001S psi-l, Cyclic steam stimulation results were calculated for a which resulted in sustained injectivity with pressures below very heavy oil using the conventional geometrically-spaced 700 psia, Withcompressibilities this large, it is importmt to grid and an equ~ceil-volume grid. The results indicate that use the exponential as opposed to linearized expression for significant errorresulting from geometric radial spacing can porevolume in the simuiator.
be virtuaily eliminated with equal-volume spacing.
Comparablygood results were also obtained using equal Ar Eight simulation rune were performed for the two spacing. !stimuiationcycles. Runs 3S-37 used geometric spacing with 8, 12, end 20 radialgrid blocks, respectively, anda first biock
The Appendixpresents a relatively simple procedurefor center radiusof 2 feet. Rune38-42 used various numbersof obtaining pattern or mws-seotion weli indices for the % or equal-volumeredid biocks within a radiusof 20 feet and with 8-point difference scheme. gSOm8tFf081i~b100k8f~m 20 to 680 f88& radiuaof$ofeetwae-emti uavaAue~mẽ om*what larger than the deepest penetration of sharp gradients into the MIS8FVOir d=fnir~le iniocti*~p roduction. This radius must be determined by 081culations qcres per pattern foreaoh problem endwillbela?ge?for more cyoh fora d distance between pattern injeetcr and prodWer,ft. given problem. h formationthickn~ftQ The calculated oU/steam ratios STB/Bbl(CWE) for each k permeability, md cycle for these runs are given in Table S . Cumulative OU k recoveries are shown in Fig. 24 . These results show the ro relative permeabilityto oil significant truncationerror or gridsensitivity in the geomet-krw reiative permeability to water ric grid, Run 3S-37 results. RUM38-41 awee rather cl~elY k by individual cycle and even more closely in total oil relative permeabilityto gas recovered from both cycles. Run 41 indicates that only 1 N~Nx number of grid blocks in x-direction grid block may be necessary outside the radius of influence.
'Y number of grid blocks in y-direction Fig, 25 shows the extremely sharp profiles between 60 nw~now~nogng and 85 feet as calculated from the 23-block Run 38. The Run 38 grid includes 10 grid blocks between 62 and 87 feet, The amdyticalrelative permeability curve exponents 20-block, geometric Run 35 grid has only~grid block p pressure, paia spanning 61-82 feet. PI well productivity index, RB-cp/day-psi The use of equal-Ar blocks, as opposed to equal-volume q well injection or production rate blocks, within the first 90 feet from the well also gives good results. F@e 2S compares Runs 38 and 43 representing 'w wellbore radius~ft, equal-volume and equal-Argrid spacing, respectively. residuai oil saturation to gas spot and 9-spot patternsteamflood. For 9-spot patterns, the w width of cross-section or distance between like 5-point scheme can gtve steam breakthrough at the far producer earlier than at the near producer. With the use of weiia in direct line drive?ft.
square areal grid blocks, the 9-point difference scheme Significantlyreduces the grid orientationeffect, M Thisgreater accuracy of the 9-point scheme also seems to hold when productio~wells are located between thes~r d inate _ the _ mobility, relative permeability/viscosity, l/cp RswEcTS OFCiRID TYPEAND DIFFERENCESCHEME ON PATTERNSTEAMFLOODSimulation lWULTS SPi 11OW '
viaoodtyr Cp a upstreamweighting taetor for oonveetive heat flow @=l.Ois full upstream)
Peacemanll~12 and Hillestedl~present detailed mathet= JubeoriDts maticel developments for produatlvity indices of wells in numerical slmuldomb They point out the principle of using the simulator itself in determining well indices. We utilize ub wellbore that prinaiple here. They show that the {ndiceedepend upon 1 injection grfd blook size and shape, adjacent g.'id blookspaehgs, looation of the well within the blook, boundary conditions on z production the block edges and t?e difference scheme (5-point vs 9-polnt) employed. REFERENCES A simple procedure accounting for all these factors can 1. 'wbl -Pwb2 = e .111 (2) 9
Coats, K.H.: I!A HigMy
.4bou-Kaeaem, J, H, and Aziz, K., "Grid Orientation During Steam DisplacementI', SPE 10497 presented at the Sixth SPE Symposiumon Reservoir Simulation, New for the 3-spot and 7-epot, respectively. q Is production rate Orleans, La,, Feb. 1-3, 1982 . For a single pattern, subscripts 1 and 2 refer to injection and production weUs, respectively, and d 1s the distance from 10. Patton, John T. And Coats! Keith H.: "A Parametric Injector to producer.
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I end Injedon and production WOU@'id block preasuMs pi below are located at Wm.njeotion (x=o) end production(X@ md~. A numericalcalculation at steady-state will give$ (5a) P1 -P2 =*++
where n {s the number of producers per pattern. These )quations can be combined(isolate the presure differences JYdivisionand add the equations)to yield: (5b) for any (uniform or variably-spaced) x-direction grid. (SC) Subtraction of Eqn (11) from Eqn (10) end reerrang{ng gives: The value of a is obtained from simulator results using Eqn (5b) as:
where unita of RB/d, md, ft, cp and psi are used, The vaiue of s is then calculated from Eqn (7) or (8) and the injection (production) weil index is$ PI x ,001127 s kh~i (9) for any kh vaiue, In md-ft.
I
The well productivity Index for use In crcas-sectionai calculations can be calculated simpiy provided a number of assumptionsare made. The cross-section of constant widthw and thickness h is identified with a symmetrical element of a repeated direct line drive pattern with distances d and w between uniike and like weii-paire, respectively, The injector and producer in the cross-aeetion are centered in the width? {coated at the enda (faces) %=0qnd %Wd, and fuily penetrate the thickness, Steady-state, single-phase flow and uniform horizontal permeability are assumed. In the numerical calculation, the grid points (subscripts) 1 and 2 referred to (23)
The mxm-aecticnal numerical czkuletion shouldutilise 1/2 Of this ilidOX SinCethOcrwHOOtion incl@ee 1/2 of an injector, 1/2 of a producer end fiow rate is 1'2 of a total well%rate. For q fully penetrating well in a crcss+ection having layers of differing permeability, we use Eqn(13) with layer values entered for kh. Muakat gives charts showing the effect of partial penetration on well indices, but this becomes involved in layered crcsa+ectionel cases. TIME, DAYS TIME, DAYS
